
NEW YORK PACKING LIST (2 Pages) 
 

Weather 60° high/45° low (rain in forecast) 
 

** Food money - You will need to bring about $30 - $40 to help for 3 meals. You will receive $10 for a lunch on Saturday and again on 
Sunday, so you may need to have another $5 to help for each one of these meals...($10 total to help with 2 lunches) AND you will need to 
plan to eat dinner in the airport on the way back on Sunday, April 7 and you will not receive any money to help for this meal so bring  $10 

- $20 for this meal. Again, plan to bring $30 - $40 to help with food. The 8 other meals are completely paid for and included **  
 

We will hit the ground running Thursday, so whatever you wear on the plane will be what you wear all day.  
Pack for 2 days in the city, 1 nice outfit for our Broadway show Wicked, and 1 day of traveling back (4 total outfits) 

We will only change on Friday before Wicked 
Sunday after checking out from hotel, we will tour the city in the morning and then head to the airport.  

 

By Days 
Friday: 
 
Black show shirt 
Jeans 
Tennis shoes  
 
Change for the day of touring and Broadway (one change, just be dressed for Wicked as we tour that day) 
 
Boys - Jeans/slacks + button down/polo shirt (dress or nice shoes are appropriate) 
 
Girls - Jeans + nice top 
 
Saturday:  
 
Dress to tour the city 
Tennis shoes 
 
Sunday:  
 
Dress to tour the city/flight 
Tennis shoes 



 
 

Check list 
 

1 - Stick of deodorant  
1 - Toothbrush  
1 - Toothpaste (3.4 ounces or less) 

● Any other toiletries like contact solution and make sure everything is 3.4 ounces or less or you will have to throw it away before 
boarding or check your bag for $25-$35 at your own expense 

1 - Tennis shoes! 
1 - Black show shirt 
1 - Jeans for performance (can wear to Wicked if needed) 
1 - Button down shirt/polo (guys) / Nice top (girls) ** Broadway ** 
3 - Jeans/pants for touring/flight 
1 - Jacket 
1 - Pajamas 
3/4 - Socks  
3/4 - Underwear 
Rain jacket (if needed) 
Dress/Nice shoes (if needed) 
Belt (if needed) 
 
 


